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ABSTRACT

With wireless communications becoming the rule rather than the exception, satellite operators need tools
to effectively monitor increasingly large and complex satellite constellations. Visual data monitoring
increases the monitoring capacity of satellite operators by several orders of magnitude, enabling them to
track hundreds of thousands of parameters in real-time on a single screen. With this powerful new tool,
operators can proactively address potential problems before they become customer complaints.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last three decades, the satellite operations industry has grown at rate that far exceeds
expectations. To keep up with this growth and demand, satellite operators have had to make significant
changes in the way that they design and use available ground monitoring and communications systems.
In a time when the demand for satellite and wireless services is increasing while price points continue to
fall, companies have no choice but to find even more efficient and cost-effective ways to monitor and
control their satellite constellations in order to survive and maintain profitability.

THE VOLUME OF DATA TO BE MONITORED CAN BE OVERWHELMING

Satellite companies are managing increasingly large constellations, ranging in size from 20 to over 80
spacecraft. Furthermore, many companies are not only charged with ensuring the overall health and
safety of the payload, they are also responsible for fielding customer calls and responding to customer



complaints. The sheer volume of data to be monitored is staggering. Take, for example, a satellite
operations company with a team of six operators responsible for monitoring a constellation of 20
spacecraft. In this scenario, each satellite contains hundreds of transponders, and each transponder
contains thousands of leased carriers. Taking into account both measured and reference data, the number
of discrete elements to be monitored easily surpasses 300,000 parameters. Assuming that this company
has a wide variety of customers – ranging from countries with data service needs, to remote live
television broadcasts, to satellite telephone networks – the operations staff will potentially have
difficulty keeping up with their customers’ needs. And if they are relying on traditional monitoring
systems designed for handling smaller and less complex data sets, they may be forced to take a reactive
rather than proactive approach to solving problems and handling customer complaints.

TRADITIONAL OPERATIONS SYSTEMS CAN’T PRESENT THE BIG PICTURE

With large satellite constellations come large data sets. If operators are not able to keep up with the flow
of data, they will be unable to adequately monitor the health of an individual satellite, let alone an entire
constellation. This does not imply that measurements are not being made on the spacecraft. Quite the
opposite, it is precisely because so many measurements are being taken on a such a large number of
satellites and their payloads that no one is able to look at the numbers as they change over time.
Unfortunately, information overload of this magnitude usually forces the operations staff to wait until a
customer calls with a complaint before diagnosing a problem and taking corrective action.

As it stands, most operations facilities use some combination of spectrum analysis software and custom-
built software tools to bring up views containing current data values. These views, based on graphs,
plots, strip charts, and plain text, worked well when they were conceived in the 1960s because the
amount of data being collected at the time was relatively small. Using text-based displays, the average
person can effectively monitor 30-50 data parameters. As the amount of data increases beyond this,
however, users become overwhelmed and lose the overall big picture as they become buried in very
narrow and specific views.

Another problem with traditional monitoring systems is that they require the individual operator to select
which specific satellite, transponder, and carrier he needs to investigate. If he selects incorrectly, he
needs to repeat the same process until he uncovers the problem. This intuition-based approach is both
inefficient and time consuming. More seriously, it makes it impossible to monitor an entire constellation
or even an individual satellite in a single display. Without the ability to see all of the important and
unusual data in one meaningful view, satellite operations companies will never be able to anticipate
problems before they degrade customer service.

Visual data monitoring, a radically different approach to monitoring and analysis, employs a unique 3-D
graphical interface that allows the operator to monitor far more data than is possible using traditional
monitoring systems. With visual data monitoring, an operator can efficiently monitor the health and
status of an entire constellation or of any individual satellite in the constellation within a single display.



WHAT IS VISUAL DATA MONITORING?

Visual data monitoring allows operators to increase their monitoring capacity by several orders of
magnitude. In fact, a single operator can monitor over 300,000 parameters on a single screen and keep
apprised of the current status of an entire satellite fleet. This is possible because data values are not
presented using plain text and numbers, but rather with shape, color, position, and motion. Operators do
not have to scan textual displays and decide whether the values they see are acceptable; rather, they can
infer acceptability from the color and position of shapes on the screen. By enabling operators to monitor
larger quantities of data, visual data monitoring makes it possible to proactively address problems
caused by both equipment failures as well as those caused by external forces such as adverse weather
conditions, and adjust payloads and alarms accordingly.

With visual data monitoring, each data parameter is represented as a graphical object in a 3-D grid. The
shape of the object indicates the type of parameter. For example, squares represent analog or numeric
data, triangles represent status or digital data, and diamonds represent ASCII data or derived parameters
(see the “Derived Parameters Permit Instant Analysis of Data” section later in this paper). Color is used
to indicate parameter status – white or green represents nominal data, gray represents old or stale data,
and alarm conditions are indicated with the colors blue, yellow, and red (for advisory, warning, and
critical alarms, respectively). The movement and position of a data object also helps the user to
determine the system or subsystem to which the parameter belongs, as well as the relative severity of the
alarm condition.

When a parameter enters a state of alarm, its data object changes color to blue, yellow, or red and rises
above the base plane of the grid on a tower whose height is proportional to how far the parameter’s
value has deviated from nominal range within the current alarm priority level – the more severe the
alarm, the higher the tower. These heights are normalized to fit between the lower and upper planes of
the grid so that operators can see at a glance which alarm is the most severe and focus their resources
accordingly.

VISUAL DATA MONITORING APPLICATIONS IN SATELLITE OPERATIONS

Visual data monitoring can take as its data source a real-time telemetry stream, a database, or any
combination of the two. In addition, it provides alarm notification via pager and email, and it allows
operators to view displays from home or other remote locations. With this degree of flexibility,
operators are able to monitor data from any number of telemetry sources at the same time – on one
screen, with one operator, with one off-the-shelf software package.

The following is an example of how visual data monitoring can be applied to satellite operations. In this
scenario, multiple displays are used to monitor the entire satellite constellation as well as individual
satellites. Alarm limits can be configured separately for operators and analysts so that two sets of unique
users can use the same application for different tasks. From an operations and optimization perspective,
this eliminates the need to train engineering staff on two separate tools because the same monitoring
system can handle both operational and analysis conditions.



The all-satellite grid contains a grid cell for each satellite in the constellation (see Figure 1). Within each
grid cell is a set of data objects that represent the transponders on that spacecraft. These objects are
derived parameters – parameters that are based on any number of measured and reference values and
represent the overall health and status of that transponder.

Figure 1

If there is a problem with any element of a transponder, the data object representing that transponder
(the transponder object) will go into alarm. The operator can then click on that transponder object to get
more detailed information and determine the cause of the problem (see Figure 2).



Figure 2

In addition to the all-satellite grid, satellite operations companies can use separate single-satellite grids
to represent each satellite in their constellation. Each of these single-satellite grids has one grid cell for
each configured transponder on that satellite (see Figure 3). Within each of these grid cells are any
number of data objects representing the carriers, or customers, within the transponder. These objects are
derived parameters that represent the overall health and status of each carrier.



Figure 3

If there is a problem with any element of a carrier, the data object representing the carrier (the carrier
object) will go into alarm. The operator can then click on that carrier object to view more detailed data
(see Figure 4).



Figure 4

With this application of visual data monitoring, all of the operators view the all-satellite grid on a single,
large wall display. When an alarm appears on the all-satellite grid, the operator responsible for
monitoring the satellite in question can bring up the single-satellite grid for that individual satellite on
his own terminal to further investigate the problem. The operator may choose to review the detailed data
for an individual transponder, or he may investigate how the data for one transponder relates to data for
other transponders on the same spacecraft in order to correlate problems and their causes.

DERIVED PARAMETERS PERMIT INSTANT ANALYSIS OF DATA

Derived parameters allow users to define custom mathematical, boolean, and statistical functions based
on any number of discrete measured or reference data values. Furthermore, users can define alarm limits
for these derived parameters and visually display the results in grids. As mentioned earlier, derived
parameters are used in the all-satellite and single-satellite grids to represent the health and status of
individual transponders and carriers.

In the single-satellite grids, derived parameters perform limit checking on a number of measurements for
individual carriers, including downlink EIRP, frequency error, and center frequency. In addition, they
track the number of times that a carrier is being measured in a given period of time. If any of these
values is out of the defined tolerances, the user is alerted visually with an alarm whose height indicates
the degree of deviation from nominal range. Additionally, the color of the alarm tower indicates which



aspect of the carrier is out of limits. (This use of color is different than the default configuration for
visual data monitoring, in which color represents the priority level of the alarm.)

In the all-satellite grid, derived parameters are used to monitor the health of entire transponders and all
of the carriers within them. Derived parameters can be defined to monitor actual values related to a
transponder itself as well as to check the health of all of the carriers within a transponder. By using
statistical derived functions, users can define alarms to trigger if more than a certain percentage of
carriers within a transponder are out of limits. By using derived parameters in this way, operators can
abstract data several levels, to the point that the health of an entire satellite can be represented with a
single data object. Even with this degree of abstraction, however, the detailed data for a satellite remains
only one click away.

Derived parameters make visual data monitoring extremely scalable; the displays can easily
accommodate new data as operators’ satellite constellations grow in size and complexity.

CONCLUSION

Visual data monitoring has proven itself in the satellite industry as a tool that increases monitoring
efficiency and improves customer service by giving operators easy access to all of the data and alarms
they need to monitor on a single screen. With the ability to track massive quantities of data on a single
display, operators can better monitor trends as they develop and detect potential problems before they
become serious. As constellations continue to grow in size and satellite companies strive to reduce
operational costs, visual data monitoring will become a vital tool in every satellite operator’s arsenal.
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